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Still there comes a period in human development,.
though not for millions of years yet—the so-called Day of
Judgment in the middle of the Fifth Round (see Chapter
VIII)—when the young soul or the man who has set
himself steadily against evolutionary progress does drop
out, not into an everlasting hell, but into a condition of
comparatively suspended animation in which he awaits the
advent of another scheme of evolution which offers him,,
in its earlier stages, an opportunity of advancement more
within the limits of his feeble capacities.
He is simply in the position of a child who has been
unable to keep pace with his classmates. He cannot work
with them through the later and more difficult portion of the
course of study appointed for the year. so he must wait until,
at the beginning of the next school-year, another set of boys
are commencing the studies which he failed to grasp. By
joining them, and thus going over the same ground once
more, he is enabled to succeed where previously he
succumbed to the difficulties of the path. This is all that
it means, and may be called seonian condemnation ; for that
is the real translation of the words which have been so
grossly misinterpreted c eternal damnation \ It is not a
damnation at all, not even a condemnation in any bad sense:
it is simply a suspension for the present aeon or dispensa-
tion. But the diseased imagination of the mediaeval monk,
always seeking the opportunity to introduce grotesquely
aggravated horrors into his creed in order to terrify an
incredibly ignorant peasantry into more liberal donations
for the support of Mother Church, distorted this per-
fectly simple idea of ' asonian suspension ' into ' eternal
damnation'.
Still a man by living foolishly may make for himself
an unpleasant and long-enduring purgatory, though neither

